
Buster - the carefree
choice
The most popular motorboat in the Nordic countries,

Buster o ers an extensive line-up of versatile, tough

aluminium boats. The size and layout options cover the

full spectrum of boating, from the demands of work - to

the pleasures of recreation.

Our designs and quality are uncompromising. Our

traditional craftsmanship renowned for generations. So

the ruggedness, everyday practicality and seaworthiness

of a Buster is already legendary.

Buster Boats is now very proud to be a part of Yamaha

Motor Europe N.V. This exciting new partnership will

enable us to work more closely together to develop and

create ever more innovative products.

Carefree

Buster Q (10" screen version) as

standard

The Buster XXL is CE certi ed for

seven persons

Fixed fuel tank - 100 litres

Composite  oorboards

Painted colour topsides with

alternative colours

Trim tabs as standard

Glass windscreens

Rainwater draining system
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Buster - the carefree choice
The Buster XXL is a pure sports boat, but made for the driver who also appreciates spaciousness and

comfort on board. Based on the hull geometry of the highly acclaimed XL, the XXL is incredibly

seaworthy and right at home at high speeds in heavy seas.

The open deck plan is ideal for activity- lled days at sea - regardless of whether you’re cruising or

 shing - and the XXL transports seven people with their gear e ortlessly.

In addition to being sporty, the XXL is also practical – hence the spacious deck areas - and designed

for socialising, with a convenient cockpit table for use when you are not out at sea. The Buster XXL -

for those who appreciate speed and style.
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Wrap-around windscreens

Regardless of how the boat is used, the

consoles with wrap around windscreens

create a uniquely safe and sheltered

cockpit.

Buster Q - the future of
powerboating

Not just a chartplotter - Buster Q is a

completely new user experience,

integrating features like navigation

(powered by C-Map), infotainment,

advanced sonar functionality, Yamaha

gauges, Wi-Fi, and seamless over-the-air

updates. Buster Q is as powerful as many

laptop computers.

O shore seats

The Buster XXL is driven from separate

seats, specially designed for o shore

boating

Hydraulic steering

The Buster XXL has hydraulic steering for

additional control and comfort.

Stainless steel hardware

The Buster XXL has deck hardware and

railings in stylish stainless steel.
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Boat speci cations

Length 6.29 m
Hull length 6290mm
Beam 2.17 m
Dry weight 710kg
No. of persons 7
Fuel capacity 170L
Power Range kW (hp) 90/150hp
Transom Extra Long
CE Design Certi cation C
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All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. Photographs may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance

in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images.

Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal  oatation

device and safety equipment when boating.
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